MODERNIZATION
ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT BENEFITS

Learn how to reduce costs and future proof your application
development investments with our Modernization Assessment.
IT organizations are constantly updating and developing new

Identifies opportunities for
modernization to reduce IT costs

applications to meet market demands while replacing older
legacy systems. The biggest challenges associated with modernization
are doing it quickly, affordably and with as little disruption as possible.

Delivers a comprehensive analysis
on how to modernize to the cloud

Our Modernization Assessment provides a detailed assessment that
will shine a light on the programming languages and platforms your IT
teams use and provides options to modernize these applications to

Provides insights into your
applications and platforms with a
focus on technology and migration

reduce future IT costs.
During the assessment, our experts work with your development
and operations teams to review your current applications using
our proprietary scanning technology. This will assess how your
technologies are evolving and determine the steps needed to
modernize your applications to benefit from a cloud native architecture.
We will provide additional insights into the programming languages
your organization uses, how they’re changing, and what platforms
those applications utilize.
YOU WILL HAVE SOLID INSIGHT INTO HOW YOUR IT ORGANIZATION
IS CONSTRUCTED AND HOW TO MODERNIZE TO REDUCE IT COSTS.

APPLICATION
MODERNIZATION

WHO WE ARE
Sirius is a national integrator of technology-based business solutions that
span the enterprise, including the data center and lines of business. FiveOut,
a Sirius Agency, is an award winning full service digital agency. As experts
in business transformation, we integrate technology, data, creative and
marketing know-how to build exceptional customer experiences.

Businesses are always looking
for new opportunities to leverage
technology to save money,
drive engagement, and
increase revenue.

Strategy

Mobile

Creative / User Experience Design

Enterprise Productivity

Digital Marketing

Custom Application Development

Commerce

Application Modernization

Artificial Intelligence

QA Testing

Portals / Content Management

DevOps Automation

and applications more efficient,

Application Integration / API Management

Blockchain

scalable and cost-effective.

Our Application Modernization
team has the experience to
help you unload the weight
of legacy technical debt and
make your systems, platforms

Let us show you how
modernization can transform
business to the next level.

LET’S GET STARTED!
www.fiveout.com

www.siriuscom.com
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